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ABSTRACT. This paper deals with the short and precise queries problem. Short and precise

queries do not have sufficient information to be non ambiguous. Pseudo-relevance feedback

(PRF) is an effective technique to improve retrieval performance by expanding a user query.

However, this collection based expansion method does not work well in the case of short queries.

Therefore, we present instead of PRF, a semantic query expansion method based on Wikipedia

as external knowledge. We expand short queries by semantically related terms extracted from

Wikipedia. We propose and study the effectiveness of three variations for expansion terms se-

lection. We incorporate the expansion terms into the original query and adapt language models

to evaluate the expanded queries. Experiments on CLEF cultural heritage corpora show signif-

icant improvement in the retrieval performance. We show that the number of expansion terms

has an important impact on the precision improvement.

RÉSUMÉ. Cet article aborde le problème des requêtes courtes et précises, qui n’ont pas suffi-

samment d’informations pour être non ambiguës. Le pseudo-relevance feedback (PRF) est une

technique efficace pour améliorer la performance de ces requêtes courtes par l’ajout de termes

à la requête. Cependant, cette méthode ne récupère que les termes des documents les plus per-

tinents de la collection. Si les réponses initiales ne sont pas correctes, comme c’est le cas pour

des requêtes courtes, cette expansion ne fonctionnera pas. Par conséquent, nous présentons à

la place du PRF, une méthode d’expansion sémantique des requêtes basée sur Wikipedia. Nous

étendons requêtes courtes par des termes sémantiquement liés. Nous adaptons les modèles de

langue pour évaluer les requêtes étendues. Les expérimentations sur une corpus CLEF du patri-

moine culturel montrent une amélioration significative de la performance. Nous montrons que

le nombre de termes d’expansion a un impact important sur l’amélioration de la précision.
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1. Introduction

Short and precise queries have no sufficient information to be non ambiguous.

For example, in the cultural heritage domain, the query “last supper”. A classical

information retrieval (IR) model will retrieve documents containing these two words

or one of them without giving any attention to the particular meaning of this query

in the Christian religion. This information is difficult to infer from the query only.

However, adding some semantically related terms 1 to this query, like “jesus”, “cru-

cifixion”, “twelve apostles”, “judas” etc., could clarify the meaning of this query and

enhance the ability of IR models to retrieve the relevant documents.

Another example from the same domain, the query “silent film” which searches for

documents on history of silent film, actors and directors. A document talking about

“charlie chaplin”, for instance, is a relevant document to this query. However, a classi-

cal IR model is incapable to retrieve this document without an additional information

about this link between: “silent film” and “charlie chaplin”.

Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) is a method for query expansion using terms

extracted from top k retrieved documents. However, if the top retrieved documents for

a given query contain a few number of relevant documents, which is the case of short

queries, then selected terms, using PRF, will not be strongly related to the original

query. As a result, retrieval performance for the expanded query is not better than

the original query (Xu et al., 2009; Li et al., 2007; Diaz and Metzler, 2006; Akasereh

et al., 2012; Akasereh et al., 2013).

In this study, we use corpora from cultural heritage field. Cultural heritage is one

of the most valuable resources that store the accumulated knowledge of humankind.

Nowadays, many organizations, such as museums and libraries, own huge collections

providing historical cultural data. Seekers querying these information, normally use

short queries that include named entities, e.g. person, place, event, etc. Therefore, we

present here a semantic query expansion method in order to overcome the short query

problem. Our method proposes to select, for a given query, some semantically related

terms from an external resource different from corpus. We think that Wikipedia is a

convenient knowledge source, because it is a large knowledge containing a huge num-

ber of articles about named entities. Our interest is to exploit the content of Wikipedia

and its internal structure in order to expand short queries. Then, incorporate the ex-

pansion terms into the original query and adapt language models to evaluate expanded

queries. We claim that this semantic expansion improves the retrieval performance for

short queries.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes some existing ap-

proaches in query expansion; section 3 presents our semantic query expansion method;

our experimental set-up and the empirical results are presented in section 4; finally,

section 5 concludes the paper.

1. term: one or more words.
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2. Related Works

Query expansion has been widely studied as an efficient way to resolve the short

query problem (Cui et al., 2002). PRF approach considers all top retrieved docu-

ment and their terms as the expansion candidates. However, in the short and precise

query (ex: named entity) the top answer list contain too many non-relevant docu-

ments. Besides, documents in the feedback set although containing relevant informa-

tion, are sometimes partially related to the topic, and therefore yield bad expansion

terms (Macdonald and Ounis, 2007). Later works try to detect good expansion terms

using a trained classifier (Cao et al., 2008) or select relevant documents for feedback

by an active learning algorithm (Xu and Akella, 2008). While these previous works

use the collection itself for pseudo feedback, the feedback can come from different

external resources. Participants in TREC robust retrieval track have successfully used

large web search engine results for pseudo feedback (Voorhees, 2005).

Query logs is an other example that exploit external resources in query expansion

(Billerbeck et al., 2003). Beeferman et al. (Beeferman and Berger, 2000) use query log

to build a bipartite graph where its vertices queries from log and clicked URL. Queries

and URLs are connected by edges (clicks). Then, agglomerative clustering is used to

identify related queries and URLs. Wen et al. (JI-RONG WEN, 2002) use clicked

documents to compute the similarities between queries. Sahami et al. (Sahami and

Heilman, 2006) propose a web-based method for measuring the similarity between

queries by building a context vector to each query from the top search engine results.

In our paper, we use a graph-based similarity between Wikipedia articles. We there-

fore use this similarity to select expansion terms from Wikipedia as we present it as a

directed graph of articles.

Bendersky et al. (Bendersky et al., 2012) propose a framework for query expansion

that use different external information sources like web collections and Wikipedia.

Diaz zt al. (Diaz and Metzler, 2006) study the use of several web collections as an

external resource for enhancing the estimation of relevance model. Li et al. (Li et al.,

2007) use Wikipedia as an external corpus to expand short query. Similarly, Xu et

al. (Xu et al., 2009) propose an approach for pseudo relevance feedback based on

Wikipedia as an external resource. Our work belongs to this category and we use

Wikipedia as an external resource for query expansion. However, we concentrate on

using Wikipedia structure in our proposal instead of consider it as a collection of

articles without taking into account its structure or links between its articles.

Collins-Thompson et al. (Collins-Thompson and Callan, 2005) exploit different

information sources: Wordnet, Krovetz stemmer, general word association and re-

trieved documents to build the term lexical and semantic relationship graphs, used to

calculate the most related terms to expand original query. However, this linguistic

based solution is not suitable for cultural heritage domain which deals with named

entities.
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3. Semantic Query Expansion

The key point in any query expansion method is to generate expansion terms that

can improve retrieval performance. In PRF top k documents are considered as the

expansion terms source. In our semantic query expansion method, expansion terms

source is defined over Wikipedia. Therefore, we first present our representation of

Wikipedia. Then, we precisely define our expansion terms source and the criteria to

select expansion terms from this source based on our Wikipedia representation. After

that, we explain the different steps of our semantic query expansion method. Last, we

explain the incorporation of our expansion terms into language models.

3.1. Wikipedia as a Graph

Wikipedia is an encyclopedia that represents a very large, high quality, and valu-

able knowledge source in natural language. Moreover, Wikipedia is also a hypertext

in which each Wikipedia article can refer to other Wikipedia article using hyperlinks.

We consider only internal links, which are links that target an other Wikipedia article.

We represent Wikipedia articles as a directed graph G(A,L) of articles A con-

nected by links L ⊆ A × A. Each article a ∈ A is a description of an object, an

entity, an historical fact, etc. (entitled as title(a) ∈ T ), where T is a set of terms. We

consider that every article title is a term, eventually composed of one or more words.

For instance: “Painting”, “Last Supper”, “Santa Maria delle Grazie (Milan)”, “New

Testament places associated with Jesus”.

Furthermore, each article contains links to other articles. L is relations between

articles defined on A×A where (a1, a2) means the article a1 have a link to the article

a2. In the rest of this paper, we use:

I,O : A → 2A

I(a) = {x ∈ A|(x, a) ∈ L}
O(a) = {x ∈ A|(a, x) ∈ L}

where I(a) is the set of articles that point to a (Incoming Links) , and O(a) is the set

of articles that a points to (Outgoing Links).

Moreover, we propose to weight the Wikipedia articles graph, knowing that each

article describes a particular object, entity or notion, and each link proposes a navi-

gation to a semantically related article. For this reason, we propose to evaluate the

strength of all these links and define a semantic similarity between two articles. For

that, we consider that two Wikipedia articles are semantically similar, if they share a

similar link context, i.e. if they have similar incoming and outgoing link sets.
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Hence, two articles a1 and a2 in A are semantically similar if they share articles

that point to them, and if they share articles that a1 and a2 point to. Then, we propose

the following semantic similarity:

SIM (a1, a2) =
|I(a1) ∩ I(a2)|+ |O(a1) ∩O(a2)|

|I(a1) ∪O(a1)|+ |I(a2) ∪O(a2)|
[1]

where I(a) are incoming links to article a, and O(a) are outgoing links from a.

Figure 1: Example of two articles in Wikipedia with the same title “Last Supper”.

Each article corresponds a sense of the term “Last Supper” in Wikipedia. Each article

is connected with two set of articles:incoming links I and outgoing links O. Each

ellipse between two linked articles corresponds the semantic similarity between these

two articles calculated by Eq.[1].

3.2. Wikipedia Utilization

In this section, we explain the exploiting of Wikipedia graph in order to find a

set of semantically related terms to a given term. In other words, we now define

our expansion term source which we use in our semantic query expansion method.

Therefore, we precisely present the notion of term and how we collect a set of related

terms based on Wikipedia graph.

3.2.1. Term Polysemy

In Wikipedia two different articles may share the same title. In that case, each ar-

ticle refers to one special single sense of this term. For example, a term “Last supper”
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corresponds several articles entitled by “Last supper” in Wikipedia. Figure 1 shows

two of them. In one article (or sense), last supper is the final meal according to Chris-

tian belief, the other article describes last supper as the painting of Leonardo da Vinci.

We define S(t) the set of senses of a term t ∈ T , or in other words, the set of articles

entitled by t:
S(t) = {a ∈ A|title(a) = t} [2]

Each sense of t is an article a that can be the target of a hyperlink. Hence, we can

calculate a notion of “popularity” of a, and consequently of a sense, just by computing

the probability to choose a particular sense a, for a given term t among the other sense

from S(t). We estimate the probability of any term t that is the anchor of an internal

link, to be linked to an article a by the maximum likelihood:

P (a|t) =
| I(a) |

∑

x∈S(t) | I(x) |
: a ∈ S(t) [3]

After identifying the term t, we now search the most n similar terms to t from

Wikipedia, where the main criteria for the number of selected terms for each sense a ∈
S(t) is its probability P (a|t). The more probable the sense is the more it contributes in

term selection. Terms for each sense a ∈ S(t) comes from the titles of linked articles

to a. Article title precisely identifies the subject, and is short, natural, and recognizable

(Wikipedia, 2013). Formally, we define the function topSimTerm(t, n):

topSimTerm : T × N → 2T×R

topSimTerm(t, n) =
⋃

a∈S(t)

topSimTitle(a, ⌈P (a|t)× n⌉) [4]

where the function topSimTitle returns the most similar article titles to a as defined

in the following section.

3.2.2. Article linkage

As each article in Wikipedia is linked to some other articles, we define a function

linked(a) that returns the set of linked articles with their similarities to a ∈ A.

linked : A → 2A×R

where linked(a) , for instance, selects articles from I(a), O(a), I(a) ∪ O(a), or

any other possibility based on the Wikipedia graph. Suppose the example in Fig-

ure 1, where linked(a) = I(a), then linked(Last supper(Christian religion)) =
{(Resurrection of Jesus, 0.82), (Passion Christianity, 0.82) , (Arrest of Jesus, 0.77)}.

Each pair (x,SIM (a, x)) from linked(a) contains a similarity value calculated us-

ing Eq.[1]. We define the function topSim(a, n), which returns the most n similar

articles to a from linked(a) based on their similarity.

topSim : A× N → 2A×R
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Finally, based on topSim, we define topSimTitle which returns the most n similar

article titles to a from linked(a) in order to use it in the Eq.[4]. Each term takes the

same similarity of its attached article.

topSimTitle : A× N → 2T×R

topSimTitle(a, n) = {(title(x), sim)|(x, sim) ∈ topSim(a, n)}

Return to same example in Figure 1, where linked(a) = I(a) we obtain:

topSimTitle(Last supper(Christian religion), 2) = {(“Resurrection of Jesus”, 0.82)
, (“Passion Christianity”, 0.82)}.

We consider, in this section, Wikipedia article titles as a source of expansion terms.

Article title precisely identifies the subject, and is short, natural, and recognizable. Ar-

ticle titles are rich source of information for query expansion. In addition, titles appear

as a highlighted text within other Wikipedia articles. This appearance of titles in other

articles carries an important semantic relation as Wikipedia articles are manually cre-

ated. We explain in this section the process to obtain a set of semantically related

terms to a given term. We move in the next section to our query expansion method.

We therefore define a query by means of terms (or article titles) and then use the

previous process in order to find related terms to a given query for expanding it.

3.3. Building Expanded Query

We now present our method for aggregating related articles to a given query over

Wikipedia graph in order to expand this query. We define two types of queries ac-

cording to their relation to Wikipedia: 1) simple queries about one named entity or

contain one term, 2) compound queries about multiple named entities or contain mul-

tiple terms.

3.3.1. Simple Query vs Compound Query

In the context of text retrieval, a user formulates her need by a query q contain-

ing a sequence of words “w1w2...w|q|”. For example, the sequence “last supper” is

composed of two words, and it is different to the sequence “supper last”. Based on

this representation, we formally define the mapping of a sequence of words q into

Wikipedia. Given a query q = “w1, w2, ...., w|q|”:

– We denote by wx→y a consecutive sub sequence of words of q, for x, y ∈ [1; |q|].

– We define a function M(q) that maps a query q into the largest term as follows:

M(q) = {wx→y|∃a ∈ A : title(a) = wx→y

∧ ∄wx′→y′ > wx→y : title(a) = wx′→y′}

This function M maps a query q into a set of Wikipedia article titles.

– Based on M , which maps q into a collection of Wikipedia titles, we define:

- Simple query qs about one named entity which satisfies M(qs) = {w1→|qs|}.

For instance, the query “silent film” is an example of a simple query.
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- Compound query qc about multiple named entities which satisfies |M(qc)| =
k > 1. For example, the query q =“hiroshima and nagasaki” contains two named

entities: first entity is “hiroshima”, where second entity is: “nagasaki”.

3.3.2. Expand Simple Query

The input is a simple query qs, and the number of expansion terms n. The output

is a weighted set of n related terms added to qs to obtain the expanded query qexp.

qexp = qs ∪ q′s where q′s has n terms

Given a query qs:

– Collect all Wikipedia articles S(qs) entitled by qs.

– The expansion terms for a query qs are the union of article titles comes from

linked articles to each a ∈ S(qs), using the function topSimTerm, see Eq.[4]. Thus,

we define the expanded query qexp as follows:

qexp = qs ∪ q′s
q′s = {t|(t, sim) ∈ topSimTerm(qs, n)}

– Terms are weighted by a value between [0, 1], which reflects the importance of

each term. For each t ∈ qexp:

weight(t, qexp) =

{

1 if t ∈ qs
α× sim if (t, sim) ∈ topSimTerm(qs, n)

[5]

Where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter determines the importance of expansion terms.

3.3.3. Expand Compound Query

We now present our method in order to capture compound queries containing mul-

tiple entities. Formally, assume a compound query qc with k entities or terms.

we denote by: qi = wx→y, ∀wx→y ∈ M(qc)

The input of our method is qc, and the number of expansion terms n. The output is a

weighted set of n related terms added to qc to obtain the expanded query qexp.

qexp = qc ∪ q′c where q′c has n terms

Given a query qc:

– For each entity qi collect all Wikipedia articles S(qi) entitled by qi.

– The expansion terms for each entity qi are the union of article titles comes from

linked articles to each a ∈ S(qi). Knowing that each entity qi contributes equally

by n/k terms in the expansion of qc. Thus, we define the expanded query qexp for a

compound query qc as follows:
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qexp = qc ∪ q′c
q′c =

⋃k
i=1 q

′
i

q′i = {t|(t, sim) ∈ topSimTerm(qi, n/k)}

– Terms are weighted in the expanded query qexp. In this case, expansion term

weight depends on the entity qi where a term comes from. For each t ∈ qexp:

weight(t, qexp) =

{

1 if t ∈ qs
α× sim if (t, sim) ∈ topSimTerm(qi, n/k)

[6]

Where α ∈ [0, 1] is a tuning parameter determines the importance of expansion terms.

3.4. Retrieval

As we mentioned in the previous section, we choose the highest similar articles

for a given query q, and we use their titles as expansion terms for this query. Now,

we move from terms space into unigram or word space as we plan to modify unigram

language model in order to incorporate expansion terms into language models. As a

result, we lexicalize these titles in order to get their words. Every word within a term

takes the same weight of this term. For example, assume the query q =“last supper”,

and “twelve apostles” is a term for expanding this query, with the semantic similarity:

0.79. Therefore, word weights in the expanded query qexp for the previous example

are: {weight(last, qexp) = 1, weight(supper, qexp) = 1, weight(twelve, qexp) =
α× 0.79, weight(apostles, qexp) = α× 0.79}.

Our retrieval model runs queries which contain the original terms as well as the ex-

pansion terms. Therefore, we propose to modify language model to take into account

the difference between original and expansion terms. The reason behind this mod-

ification is to promote original terms above expansion terms in the expanded query

by capturing the semantic relation between the original query terms and expansion

terms. That leads us to use a similar idea from statistical translation language model

(Karimzadehgan and Zhai, 2010), where we consider each expansion term as a seman-

tic probable translation of an original query term. The basic idea of language model

is to assume that a query q, which is generated by a probabilistic model based on a

document d. Jelinek-Mercer and Dirichlet are two variation of language models (Zhai

and Lafferty, 2004). Therefore, we replace maximum likelihood Pml(w|d) in these

two, by a new probability that consider the semantic distance between original and

expansion query terms.

– Jelinek-Mercer language model is defined by the following formula:

RSV (q, d) = |q| × ln(λ) +
∑

w∈d∩q tfw,q × ln((1− λ)pml(w|d) + λp(w|C))

– Dirichlet language model is defined by the following formula::

RSV (q, d) = |q| × ln( µ
|d|+µ

) +
∑

w∈d∩q tfw,q × ln( |d|
|d|+µ

pml(w|d) +
µ

|d|+µ
p(w|C))
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– We replace maximum likelihood pml(w|d) in the previous two equations in our

expanded query qexp by the probability Pexp(w|d) defined by:

Pexp(w|d) = p(w|qexp)× Pml(w|d) [7]

where p(w|qexp) the probability of translation for a word w in the expanded query

qexp. This probability depends on the semantic distance or similarity between the

term t that w belongs to and the original query q. Thus, we estimate this probability

as follows:

∀w ∈ t, t ∈ qexp : p(w|qexp) = weight(t, qexp)

As we see, the probability of w depends on the weight of the term t that w belongs to,

see Eq.5 and Eq.6. If t belongs to the original query then this probability equals 1 and

we return to the normal language model. However, if w belongs to one of expansion

terms then this probability depends on the semantic distance of the term containing

this word and the original query.

4. Experiments

4.1. Target Collections

Experiments are conducted using two CLEF collections for cultural heritage:

CHIC2012 and CHIC2013 English collections. Each collection contains 1,107,176

short documents 2, and 25 topics about named entities. We use only topic titles in

our evaluation. These two collections correspond semantic query enrichment task .

This task differs to ad hoc retrieval task which contains 50 queries in each collec-

tion. Average document length in these two collections is 54 words. Documents

are retrieved using two smoothing methods of language models: Jelinek-Mercer(JM)

and Dirichlet(DIR). We use to achieve our experiments Indri, an open source search

engine (Strohman et al., 2004).

Table 1: Baselines using Jelinek-Mercer (JM) and Dirichlet (DIR) models, with lan-

guage model (LM) and relevance language model (RLM).

CHIC2012 CHIC2013

MAP MAP

Method JM DIR JM DIR

LM 0.3708 0.3768 0.3552 0.3627

RLM 0.3688 0.3724 0.3549 0.3621

2. We have the same documents in both CHIC2012 and CHIC2013.
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Table 2: Semantic query expansion (SQE) results using incoming links I , outgoing

links O, or Both IO, using Jelinek-Mercer. † indicates significant improvement over

LM and RLM using paired t-test with p < 0.05. The percentage is for the difference

between our expansion results and LM as it is the best baseline. Bold values shows

best MAP between different values of number of expansion terms n.

JM Links n
CHIC2012 CHIC2013

MAP Gain MAP Gain

LM - 0 0.3708 - 0.3552 -

RLM 0 - 0.3688 - 0.3549 -

SQE

I

5 0.4231 +14% 0.4100 +15%

10 0.4262† +15% 0.4199† +18%

15 0.4177 +13% 0.4073 +15%

20 0.4175 +13% 0.3983 +12%

25 0.4089 +10% 0.3926 +11%

30 0.4037 +9% 0.3878 +9%

O

5 0.4307† +16% 0.4099 +15%

10 0.4317† +16% 0.4213† +19%

15 0.4225 +14% 0.4068 +15%

20 0.4207 +13% 0.4003 +13%

25 0.4135 +12% 0.3957 +11%

30 0.4094 +10% 0.3893 +10%

I+O

5 0.4210 +14% 0.4099 +8%

10 0.4307† +16% 0.4127 +16%

15 0.4311† +16% 0.4158 +17%

20 0.4355† +17% 0.4185† +18%

25 0.4235 +14% 0.4123 +16%

30 0.4162 +12% 0.4073 +15%

4.2. External Knowledge

We consider Wikipedia as an external knowledge for expanding our queries. We

selected Wikipedia because it is a large knowledge containing a huge number of ar-

ticles about named entities. Wikipedia covers 90% of our topics, i.e. 90% of topics

in these two collections correspond at least one Wikipedia article. We use Wikipedia-

Miner API 3 in order to exploit Wikipedia’s knowledge in our expansion.

3. Wikipedia-Miner is a toolkit for tapping the rich semantics encoded within Wikipedia

http://wikipedia-miner.cms.waikato.ac.nz/
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4.3. Training and Baseline

To evaluate the different variants of our expansion method, 2-fold cross-validation

are performed by partitioning the topics into two sets. First set, contains topics

from CHIC2012, and second set, contains topics from CHIC2013. Then, testing

phase to CHIC2012 collection use the optimal parameters tuned from CHIC2013,

and vice versa. In order to find the best parameters setting we sweep over values

for the number of expansion terms n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}, the tuning parameter

α ∈ {0.1, ..., 1.0} used in Eq.5 and Eq.6. We also sweep over three possibilities for

the function linked introduced in section 3.2.2.

linked(a) = I(a) OR

linked(a) = O(a) OR

linked(a) = I(a) ∪O(a)

We optimize our method using mean average precision MAP as a target metric. The

baselines of our experiments are Dirichlet and Jelinek-Mercer language models (LM)

(Zhai and Lafferty, 2004) and relevance language model (RLM) (Lavrenko and Croft,

2001). In case of RLM, we sweep over the number of terms {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} and

the number of documents {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30}. Besides, we also consider best result

of the evaluation campaign. Best MAP in CHIC2012 for the corresponding task is

0.34. Table 1 shows our baselines for the two models used in our experiments: Jelinek-

Mercer and Dirichlet. We can see from this table that using relevance models does not

help to enhance the retrieval performance because of short queries and documents

in the two target collections: CHIC2012 and CHIC2013. These results confirm the

experiments made by (Akasereh et al., 2012; Akasereh et al., 2013) using several PRF

retrieval settings, on these two collections.

4.4. Results

We use, in our evaluation, MAP, as mentioned before. We test three possibilities

for the function linked in semantic query expansion (SQE) using {I,O, IO}. Using I
means that all of n expansion terms come from incoming links I , using O means that

all of n expansion terms come from outgoing links O, while using IO means that n
expansion terms come from both incoming links and outgoing links. Results in Table

2 and Table 3 are obtained with best value of the tuning parameter α = 0.3.

Results of our three variation {I,O, IO} using Jelinek-Mercer are summarized

in Table 2. Results for Dirichlet are summarized in Table 3. We see in these tables

the change in the number of expansion terms n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30} versus the

change in Mean Average Precision for our three variations of expansions and the two

target collections. We first observe the consistent performance improvement achieved

which confirms our belief that using Wikipedia structure for query expansion improves

relevance model estimation. Second, the improvement is correlated with the variation

used for selecting expansion terms and the number of expansion terms. We distinct

two cases:
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Table 3: Semantic query expansion (SQE) results using incoming links I , outgoing

links O, or Both IO, using Dirichlet. † indicates significant improvement over LM

and RLM using paired t-test with p < 0.05. The percentage is for the difference

between our expansion results and LM as it is the best baseline. Bold values shows

best MAP between different values of number of expansion terms n.

DIR Links n
CHIC2012 CHIC2013

MAP Gain MAP Gain

LM - 0 0.3768 - 0.3627 -

RLM 0 - 0.3688 - 0.3621 -

SQE

I

5 0.4399 17% 0.4146 14%

10 0.4445† 18% 0.4313† 19%

15 0.4426† 17% 0.4035 11%

20 0.4355 16% 0.3983 10%

25 0.4308 14% 0.3845 6%

30 0.4285 14% 0.3815 5%

O

5 0.4426† 17% 0.4182 15%

10 0.4485† 19% 0.4330† 19%

15 0.4411† 17% 0.3979 10%

20 0.4392 17% 0.3912 8%

25 0.4355 16% 0.3842 6%

30 0.4317 15% 0.3803 5%

I+O

5 0.4322 15% 0.4148 14%

10 0.4375 16% 0.4222 16%

15 0.4447† 18% 0.4257 17%

20 0.4481† 19% 0.4309† 19%

25 0.4324 15% 0.4161 15%

30 0.4304 14% 0.4027 11%

– Expansion using only incoming links I or outgoing links O: these two varia-

tions behave similarly with the change of expansion terms number. We see a slight

difference in performance between them. In addition, the best MAP improvement,

using different number of expansion terms, is achieved at 10 terms. After 10, MAP

improvement start to decrease systematically due to the increasing of noise generated

by using a bigger number of expansion terms.

– Expansion using both incoming and outgoing links IO: we observe that the best

MAP obtained using 20 expansion terms(10 from I and 10 from O). In this case,

MAP improvement start to decrease when we use more than 20 expansion terms.

Results reported in the previous tables are depicted into Figure 2 and Figure 3. We

see in these two figures retrieval performance in MAP as a function of number of

expansion terms n. Figures 2a and 2b shows MAP changes using Jelinek-Mercer and

Dirichlet,respectively, for the two variation: expansion terms from incoming links I
or from outgoing links O, and for the two target collecton: CHIC2012 and CHIC2013.
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(a) Jelinek-Mercer (b) Dirichlet

Figure 2: MAP as a function of number of expansion terms n using Jelinek-Mercer

and Dirichlet retrieval models for the two collections: CHIC2012 and CHIC2013 and

the expansion terms from incoming links I or outgoing links O.

(a) Jelinek-Mercer (b) Dirichlet

Figure 3: MAP as a function of number of expansion terms n using Jelinek-Mercer

and Dirichlet retrieval models for the two collections: CHIC2012 and CHIC2013 and

the expansion terms from both incoming links and outgoing links IO.

We observe that these two variations have a similar behavior over the two collections

and the two retrieval models. Figures 3a and 3b shows MAP changes using Jelinek-

Mercer and Dirichlet, respectively, for our third variation: expansion terms from both

incoming links and outgoing links IO, and for the two target collectons: CHIC2012

and CHIC2013.

Finally, semantic query expansion (SQE) using Wikipedia structure is statistically

significant better than query likelihood and relevance language model. We have a

slight difference in MAP between the three possibilities of selecting expansion terms:
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incoming links, outgoing links, or both. Dirichlet smoothing gives better performance

in MAP than Jelinek-Mercer smoothing over all our experiments. Table 4 shows our

best setting for our method.

Table 4: Best parameters setting to our semantic query expansion (SQE) over the two

target collections CHIC2012 and CHIC2013: model, expansion links, α, and n.

Collection Retrieval Model Expansion Links α n MAP

CHIC2012 Dirichlet outgoing links O 0.3 10 0.4485

CHIC2013 Dirichlet outgoing links O 0.3 10 0.4330

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we explore the use of Wikipedia for semantic query expansion. We

propose three variants for selecting terms from Wikipedia. These variants are com-

pletely based on Wikipedia structure. We evaluate these variants on two collection

CHIC2012 and CHIC2013. Our experiments results show that our method carry out

a significant improvement on retrieval performance. We use for now, only titles of

articles and our future investigation is to study the impact of using article abstract and

full-text. Moreover, we plan to combine additional similarity metrics rather than Eq.1.

Besides, we are going to merge between internal and external evidences for query

expansion, because of the distribution of senses in the target collection is different to

their distribution in the external resource.
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